Notices of Business – 2019 SGLMG AGM

**Disinvitation of Scott Morrison**

This meeting recommends to the Board that:

1. Scott Morrison and his government should not be promoted at our parade or any Mardi Gras event.

2. Scott Morrison be formally disininvited from attending any Mardi Gras events in 2020

**Preamble**

Scott Morrison's role as a No campaigner, supporter of gay conversion therapy, his comments about 'gender whisperers', his cruelty toward refugees (many of whom are LGBTQIA+) and his attempts to implement 'religious freedoms' mean that he and any party he leads are homophobic and transphobic.

See next page for original submission.
The Disinvitation of Scott Morrison

I move that this meeting affirms that:

1. Scott Morrison's role as a No campaigner, supporter of gay conversion therapy, his comments about 'gender whisperers', his cruelty toward refugees (many of whom are LGBTIQ&A+) and his attempts to implement 'religious freedoms' mean that he and any party he leads are homophobic and transphobic.

2. It is not in accordance with Mardi Gras' principles that Morrison or his government be promoted at our parade or any Mardi Gras event.

3. Scott Morrison is formally disinvited from attending any Mardi Gras events in 2020.
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